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GRAND DESIGNS
Effective planning of natural play spaces
A CONVERSATION WITH PETER SEMPLE, PSLA (PETER SEMPLE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT) 

[CONVERSATION] 

As with so many things in life, 
effective planning is key to the 
success of natural play spaces. 
In this interview, experienced 
landscape architect and play space 
designer Pete Semple shares his 
knowledge and experience on how 
to achieve the best learning and 
developmental outcomes, as well 
as recreational fun and wonder, 
through thoughtful planning and 
design.

Pete, can you tell us where your nature play 

journey began?

Like many of us, I have a childhood connection 

with play.  I grew up in a small town in Northern 

Ireland with a backdrop of rivers, mountains, 

forests and the Irish Sea. These places were 

accessible and as a child I was drawn to them. 

We also had a big backyard. I have fond 

memories of climbing our old cherry tree, with a 

rope ladder and tree house – and the cherries, 

we ate them and used them for ammunition 

in the games we used to invent. The games 

were based on the things that were happening 

around us; they were our self-expression. I 

grew up in an interesting time when sectarian 

conflict in Northern Ireland caused a lot of 

anxiety within our community.  Throughout 

[ABOUT PETE]

Pete is a registered landscape architect 

and nature play designer with over 

15 years’ experience, and owner 

and Director of PSLA (Peter Semple 

Landscape Architect – https://www.

psla.com.au/). He has designed and 

project-managed award-winning nature 

play spaces and outdoor learning 

environments within early years settings, 

primary schools and in the public realm 

for councils and state government. 

His success is based upon a tried 

and tested set of nature play design 

principles that are embedded into his 

design approach. He also is a renowned 

collaborator who focuses on encouraging 

active participation from educators and 

capturing children’s voice at all stages 

of the design and construction process. 

In 2013 Pete established a community 

nature play Facebook page called Nature 

Play Design that continues to advocate 

and share Australian and international 

precedents and resources. Pete is also 

a serving committee member for Play 

Australia South Australia. Pete is a father 

of two children aged five and four with 

contrasting personalities who engage 

in a range of creative and adventurous 

endeavours. To sum it up, mess is a 

good thing in their household.

that time a common observation I recall is how 

many of us kids, and adults for that matter, 

gravitated towards the natural areas around us. 

The research today is telling us that kids need 

nature as a form of anxiety and stress release – I 

can certainly see, from my experience, how this 

is the case. Although I grew up in another part 

of the world, there were universal traits that 

formed the basis of my play there that reign 

true today everywhere: adventure, imagination, 

risk taking, independence and freedom.

My career has very much been about landscape 

architecture – my focus was creating landscapes 

for people that foster social connection and a 

greater sense of place and community. But in 

recent times my view of the types of landscapes 

that I was designing took a change for the 

better. To be honest, it all started when I had 

my two beautiful children, which coincided 

with visits to Adelaide from two leading 

experts in the fields of childhood development 

– Tim Gill – and play space design – Adam

Bienenstock. I started to reflect on my own

memories and childhood experiences, and the

question dawned on me: what will my children’s

memories be?  And so my professional

transformation began.

As an architect who focused on creating 

landscapes for people, I found that the 

reflection enabled me to extend my direction to 

a greater focus on spaces for children, spaces 
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that enable experiences of risk, adventure, 

opportunities to connect with the natural 

world, achievement, and joy. Since expanding, 

I now work across the state with education 

sites and councils and more recently have co-

designed Mukanthi, the play space in Morialta 

Conservation Park. 

What does nature play mean to you as an 

architect and parent?

Broadly speaking I believe nature play is a 

movement that instils a passion to make 

tangible changes in the way our children 

interact with nature.  It is my view that we need 

our current, and future, generations exposed 

to childhood memories like the ones we had as 

children. The research tells us that these types 

of experiences provide us with the mental, 

cognitive and physical resilience that has served 

us well in our own adulthood. From all this I 

believe children can develop understanding 

and empathy for their local environments 

CONTINUED

and ecosystems, securing a better and more 

sustainable future. 

From a professional perspective, the way we 

design our spaces, and involve and encourage 

children to use them, is critical to their 

development and wellbeing today and into the 

future. And personally, as a parent I recognise 

the technological era we live in and the need 

to seek balance in our children’s lives. I see that 

the onus is on us as parents to provide play 

opportunities for our children – particularly in 

our own backyards, regardless of their size. 

For a site that is considering investing time 

and money into a nature play space, what 

initial advice do you have? 

It’s important to recognise that no one can do 

it on their own, at least not easily. Establishing 

a committee with a core group of like-minded 

visionaries will set a site’s journey in good stead. 

It’s important to establish a written vision with 

principles that can galvanise thoughts and aid 

in further discussions and decisions.

Empowering stakeholders in the decision-

making process to include all generations will 

lead to strong and authentic outcomes and 

ensure continuity of support, participation and 

stewardship. In many circumstances, nature 

play is well supported with passionate nature 

play champions contributing to a site’s overall 

vision.  But it can be common to encounter 

individuals who are very risk averse and 

conservative in their thinking. Finding a way 

to involve all individuals will ensure whole-

site support. For example, I have seen a site’s 

groundsperson initially oppose loose parts and 

water play; however, a line of communication 

was established to ensure they were given 

a platform to voice their concerns. Giving 

them a voice made them feel valued. It also 

provided an opportunity to have an open 

discussion about the benefits of nature play, 

and by reflecting on their own childhood 

experiences, common ground was established 

and perspectives started to change. 

From a design perspective, spaces for 

outdoor learning and play should reflect 

and celebrate the diversity of our identities, 

cultures, environments and physiological 

and psychological needs. To ensure these 

parameters are considered, we need to take a 

close look at our plan. Often a plan represents a 

one-dimensional view, and consequently some 

of the key components often get overlooked. 

Some of these include opportunities for sensory 

richness, exploration, risk and mastery. My 

advice would be to get out into the space and 

visualise where these elements will be or could 

have the greatest impact. Immerse yourself 

in the space and consider environmental 

and sensory affordances (opportunities) and 

how they can give life to a space and make it 

comfortable for play and learning. Consider 

how the location of experiences can impact 

and ripple across the learning environment 

through sight, sound, light and vibration. And 

most importantly, make sure that this is equally 

considered from a child’s sensory perspective.

From a landscape perspective, what are some 

of the considerations for education sites that 

are looking to build a nature play space? 

I utilise my nature play design principles to 

illustrate key considerations when designing 

a nature play space. My number one design 

principle is Sense of Place. A nature play space 

https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/parks/find-a-park/Browse_by_region/Adelaide_Hills/morialta-conservation-park
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/parks/find-a-park/Browse_by_region/Adelaide_Hills/morialta-conservation-park
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needs to be a reflection of the site’s values, 

history, culture, geology, fauna and flora. We 

all want to have a sense of belonging and this 

can only occur if we have an understanding of 

and connection to the land, our own identity, 

and the context of the site. For me this is the 

underlying principle that inspires the creation of 

a meaningful play space. 

There are many considerations but one of the 

keys to naturalising a space and providing 

sensory and tactile experiences is plants. In 

addition to the many sensory benefits they 

offer, plants provide an opportunity to reflect 

the local identity of place. Survival rates of 

PETE’S NATURE PLAY 
PRINCIPLES 
Sense of place – celebrate what makes

your place special 

Engage with the children – listen intently

and translate into reality 

Landform and natural features –
integrate micro eco-worlds to explore 

and challenge

Greening the play space – soften the

play environment to create comfort and 

support play ambience

Sensory experiences – use multiple

natural elements to educate and to 

stimulate the senses 

Sustainable practice – use local material

resources and provide for sustainable 

education 

Embrace risky play – allow kids to

experience and evaluate challenges so it 

becomes second nature

Incorporate multiple play styles – 
provide a diversity of play opportunities 

to diversify developmental outcomes

Integrate with the wider landscape 
– create connections to encourage

exploration and query observations

Comfort & accessibility – facilitate

extension of play and opportunities for 

all abilities

These principles are the building blocks 

with which to provide a solid foundation 

for creating a play space and learning 

environment that offers developmental 

benefits and a place that instils a sense of 

belonging and community.

plants in play spaces can be quite low if you 

don’t consider foot traffic and movement and 

flow of play through a space. Finding ways to 

allow plants to reach a decent size is important 

– if budget allows then established plants are

the best way to go (at least above knee height).

From a practical perspective, what does a 

nature play space look like?

A nature play space is a complete divergence 

from the traditional playgrounds that are safe 

at all costs, require minimal maintenance, 

are grossly motorised, and are designed for 

containment and surveillance. Playgrounds in 

the traditional sense 

have been primarily 

designed to be 

active gross motor 

environments that 

can be associated 

with aggressive 

behaviour, whereas 

free play in more 

naturalised 

environments 

can actually see 

a reduction in 

aggression and 

a range of other 

benefits. We are looking to enrich play and 

learning opportunities with a diversity of 

experiences that support playful collaboration 

and encourage quiet, creative and therapeutic 

play outcomes. 

Key factors to consider include the following:

• Topography creates depth, defines spaces

and transitions, and provides unlimited play

value with a minimal cost.

• Loose materials provide a creative palette

that facilitates open-ended creation and

construction. It allows play themes and

dynamic roles to evolve which can only be

limited by adult interruption.

• Refuge spaces allow children to retract from

the active play areas and find sensory and

creative niches to find solitude and reflective

experiences. For me a play space needs

to have 20% of space dedicated to refuge

spaces.

• A hierarchy of paths allows for a range of

experiences: some paths can direct from

one place to another (from building to

building) while others 

lead to adventure and 

discovery with the 

potential for playful 

interventions. 

• Graduated

risk provides rich

opportunities for

risky challenges

that are acceptable

and developmental,

ensuring children are

allowed experiences

to test limitations and

build resilience. Humans have evolved from 

their environmental conditions and we have 

continually been removing hazards from 

our everyday lives to aid our evolution and 

survival. But we have also over-sanitised our 

environments to the point that everyday 

challenges are limited. In adulthood we 

compensate for this with extreme pursuits 

and thrill seeking of our own choice. 

For children it's even more diluted and 

"… free play in 
more naturalised 
environments can 
actually see a reduction 
in aggression and 
a range of other 
benefits."

PETER SEMPLE
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Recently an education site engaged my team 

to do a redesign of a nature play space. I could 

sense that the steering group representing the 

site and parents had recently been challenged 

on the direction of the previous project and 

on how key themes that were valued within 

the school community had got lost along 

the way. They had held an initial consultation 

with the wider school community but didn’t 

provide additional opportunities beyond that 

to allow feedback. As a result key opportunities 

were lost and future projects were potentially 

compromised due to lack of support. I therefore 

recognised there was a need for a carefully 

considered approach to involving all interested 

parties. Communication is paramount as 

a project’s momentum can be easily lost if 

everyone isn’t fully supportive. 

The development of a project plan can assist 

with this. A project plan is a short and clear 

reference guide to the communication, planning 

and implementation of a project. It identifies 

components for approval and endorsement (a 

committee can compose the guide). This type 

of plan can set a solid foundation to ensure 

your project, and those involved, maintain their 

momentum and commitment.

Major upgrades to naturalise play spaces are 

significant investments with a lifespan of 10–15 

plus years and therefore the more prepared 

you are, the more successful and long-lasting 

your project will be. To minimise, and be ready 

for, any challenges I would recommend, as a 

starting point, to have a core project team, 

solid values, agreed principles, and indicative 

budgets and timelines before any ideas are 

developed, so as to avoid budgetary hurdles 

and limitations.

they don’t have the opportunity to seek 

it elsewhere. It is therefore fundamental 

that we find ways to incorporate risk into 

children’s play spaces.  

• Comfortable play spaces can extend the

play time. This is one of my key anecdotes

to creating a successful play space. A lot

of attention and effort is placed on getting

the selection of play provision right but it

is only successful if the environment within

which it is located provides comfort that may

lead to an extension of play. This is equally

applicable to the children at play and the

parent or carer who makes the ultimate

decision on the duration of the playtime.

In your experience, what are some of the 

challenges that education sites come up 

against and how do they overcome or 

prepare for them?

Most issues occur if a site doesn’t establish a 

clear project plan and consultation strategy. 

If participation or ownership is not felt across 

the site opportunities can be missed, unheard, 

or misinterpreted. Developing a common 

language and set of objectives is incredibly 

important to ensure your vision and outcome 

is resilient and can overcome challenges and 

hurdles.

"Developing a common language and set of 
objectives is incredibly important to ensure your 
vision and outcome is resilient…

PETER SEMPLE
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From a budgetary perspective, where are the 

costs in developing natural play spaces?

Firstly, educators should be prepared to be 

challenged and to learn new things when 

entering into a project management mindset 

within their role (of course it can be contracted 

out to make things easier). 

The budget question is a very common 

question that depends on a number of 

variables. It all comes down to how extensive 

your shopping list is and also how you wish to 

reduce your project responsibilities. 

Budgets are broken down into design and 

project management fees and construction 

budgets. With sites that are only looking to add 

small improvements such as outdoor kitchens 

and digging pits, the budget side of things will 

be a lot easier to manage and, depending on 

the expertise across your school community, 

you may be able to avoid design fees. 

For sites that want a more strategic approach 

that has a greater impact to change the play 

and learning environment, you will certainly 

need professional support in design and project 

management to provide guidance, facilitation 

and expertise through the key project steps. 

Design fees can range from 6–10% of the 

overall project budget and would depend on 

the level of service required, and can reflect 

complexity specific to your site.

To gauge construction budgets for a holistic 

change, I generally advise a very rough metre-

squared cost of $160–250. But it is important to 

re-evaluate once your initial consultation has 

been completed.

From a maintenance perspective, what 

should sites be conscious of?

I would encourage sites to use the general 

maintenance of a play and learning site as a 

potential learning and stewardship opportunity 

to incorporate into the weekly curriculum 

for students. Establishing a team of student 

caretakers that can undertake weekly checks 

and tidy-ups can pass on valuable team-

building skills and provide them with a greater 

appreciation of their outdoor spaces and how 

to care for them.

One of the things to expect is some mess (as 

perceived by adults), particularly when using 

loose parts. Providing a physical buffer can 

partially contain any loose materials so they 

don’t directly migrate onto your primary paths 

or other areas of high traffic.  In the absence of 

trees dropping seed pods and debris, having a 

schedule to restock loose parts will also provide 

longevity in your space.

Establishing turf areas can be difficult in smaller, 

high-traffic spaces. Resting areas or replacing 

turf annually requires patience and budget – 

while at times this can be worthwhile, there may 

be a need to assess what the space is used for 

and whether another natural material can be 

used. Grass grown in shady areas is also difficult 

to maintain as most turf species require over 

four hours of direct sunshine to establish, so 

placement should be carefully considered to 

ensure optimal growing results.

What role does risk have when designing a 

new play space?

Children taking risks is what they are 

programmed to do. It’s how they advance 

their knowledge of the world around them 

and how they understand and develop the 

capabilities of their own bodies. When the 

playground safety standards were introduced 

in the latter half of the last century, they were 

welcomed because we had unacceptable 

rates of serious injuries. Poor interpretation by 

risk assessors unaware of the benefits of play 

greatly diluted and restricted what designers 

and providers could achieve. This ultimately 

sanitised playgrounds in educational settings 

and public spaces. If you correctly interpret 

the standards as they are written, you are well 

placed to counter any concerns associated with 

"Communication 
is paramount as a 
project’s momentum 
can be easily lost if 
everyone isn’t fully 
supportive."

PETER SEMPLE
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providing risky play opportunities. To extract a 

line from the introduction of AS 4685.1.2014, 

“Children need to learn to cope with risk 

and this may lead to bumps and bruises and 

even occasionally a broken limb.” The aim of 

the standards is first and foremost to prevent 

accidents with a disabling or fatal consequence. 

Removing hazards that children would be 

unaware of is essential, but the introduction of 

challenges that provide acceptable risks are 

equally essential. Department for Education has 

really embraced the notion of risk as a part of 

children’s play in educational settings through 

their benefit/risk assessment approach. But risk 

is more than paperwork – it’s an opportunity to 

learn and grow together – to provide children 

with their own space to show us how competent 

they truly are. 

For sites who have developed natural play 

spaces coupled with rich pedagogy, what 

role to do they play in strengthening the 

movement?

The power of combining the environment 

with pedagogical practice provides the 

greatest learning outcomes and should not be 

undervalued. As a designer, I recognise that my 

work is to design a film set, the actors being the 

children and the producers being the educators. 

The educators tactfully direct and can create 

CONTINUED

open-ended possibilities within that scene. To 

predict multiple educational opportunities I 

collaborate with educators to ensure that the 

environment is incorporated as a natural and 

fundamental part of teaching and learning. 

In my experience, early years settings tend to be 

better equipped when configuring their spaces 

and aligning their pedagogical thinking within 

a nature play context. The important element 

we need to consider is the continuity to primary 

education where a predominantly results-driven 

environment in a traditional format presents 

some unique challenges. There are many 

primary school settings leading the way, and 

as the movement strengthens they will play an 

important role in sharing and advocating more 

spaces across the state. In my view, we need 

strategic direction and strong leadership across 

all sectors to legitimise outdoor learning as an 

essential everyday component for children’s 

development and overall wellbeing. Only then 

can nature play and pedagogy begin to truly 

benefit future generations and strengthen the 

movement further.

What would be the one thing you would like 

to convey to educators?

As educators you are in a very special position 

to provide children with amazing spaces 

and opportunities that provide a sense of 

belonging, provide opportunities for awe and 

wonder that foster a deep-rooted connection to 

our natural world, strengthen social outcomes, 

nurture curiosity and imagination, and provide a 

rich learning platform for confident and capable 

learners to reach their full potential.  

I encourage sites to evaluate and reflect upon 

what their play and learning environment says 

about their pedagogical values and sense of 

place and more importantly how it represents 

the image of a child. Take time to document 

how your community of learners interpret your 

outdoor spaces. How do those spaces make 

them feel? Is the play and learning potential 

fully utilised? Do those spaces represent 

a sense of place and community and what 

sensory experiences are offered? These 

questions are just the start. But ultimately, 

as a site you will begin to get a deeper 

understanding of how the environment may 

enhance or impact your site’s aspirations for 

play and learning.  Together you will be able to 

identify strategic solutions big and small that 

can further enhance your growth in establishing 

a community that values nature play and 

pedagogy.   *
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